FUNKE' S M ULLET L IVE T RAP
Made with a heavy-duty welded steel frame, this trap is not going to give up the
animals you want to catch! It has a swing gate with a positive lock, and a bait door
on top for easy baiting! Amish-made.
SIZES

PRICES

12x12x36
15x18x36
14 gauge wire
15x18x48
14 gauge wire

$95.00
$112.00
$140.00

Ztraps - No. 6 Skunk-N-More Live Trap 69.99
Ztraps "Spray Proof" Skunk Trap is an effective & humane methord for capture and release of nuisance
skunks. The 6" PVC tube limits the skunk's ability to lift its tail. "If skunk cannot lift its tail, it cannot
spray" The enclosed confines of he tube keeps th animal calm and prevents the trapper from being
scratched, bitten or sprayed. Effective for catching skunks, oppossum, cats, rabbits and other similar
sized animals. Features 24" long x 6" diameter
?Spray Proof? Skunk Trap 65.99
Skunk spray proof trap. Catch and carry convenience. This trap is very heavy duty with a guillotine
style solid steel door. It is made from 6" diameter, 3/ 16th thick pipe, 24 inches long, and has a steel
back. All parts are powder coated. A skunk can not spray while in this trap, they can not lift their tail,
arch their back.

OTHER TRAPS
COLONY TRAPS: Catch multiple muskrats in a single trap.
Collapsible 5x5x24 - $12.00 ea, Collapsible 6x6x24 - $13.00
CAGE CLIPS - $4.95 pkg 500
FUNKE'S WOODEN RABBIT TRAP: $54.95 ea. Heavy duty, handmade rabbit trap. The rabbit walks
in and
its weight triggers the door to close. Hinged lid. Measures 9x11x27".
WEASEL BOX: $15.00 ea. Has a 2 inch hole for weasel to enter the trap. A Victor rat trap is
included
with each box! Measures 5.5x7x12".
VICTOR® PEST TRAPS
GLUE TRAPS:
Mouse 'Tent' Style: $1.45/ pack of 2
Rat Super-size Square style: $2.00/ pack of 2
METAL PEDAL:
Mouse: $1.25/ pack of 2
Rat: $2.45 each
EASY SET: Pre-baited with plastic 'cheese' pan
Mouse: $1.75/ pack of 2
Rat: $2.95 each
EASY SET GOPHER: $5.00 Pincher style gopher trap
TIN CAT $13.00 Repeating mouse trap catch up to 30 mice at once
MOLE TRAP: $14.00 ea. Plunger-style mole trap.
OUT O'SIGHT MOLE TRAP: $12.00 ea. Iron jaws, operates underground.
EASY SET GOPHER TRAP: $5.00 ea. Steel, pincher-style trap.
WIRE TEK® EASY SET MOLE ELIMINATOR: $28.95 ea.
GOPHER TRAP (DK-1): $5.00 ea $50.00 dozen (DK-2): $11.00 ea $62.00 six
CINCH® GOPHER TRAP: 3 size options 1 1/ 2", 2 1/ 4" and 3" $14.50 ea. Galvanized steel.
NASH CHOKER LOOP MOLE TRAP $15.95 ea.
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T RAP PARTS & REPLACEM ENTS
A. DOGS, COILS
# 1 - $0.55 ea.
# 1½ - $0.85 ea.
# 1.75$0.85 ea.
# 2 - $0.85 ea.
# 3 - $0.90 ea.
B. DOGS, LONG
Victor # 0 - $0.50 ea.
Victor # 1 - $0.50 ea.
Victor # 11 - $0.50 ea.
Sl.Cr. # 1 - $0.55 ea.
Sl.Cr. # 1½ , # 2 - $0.80 ea.
Sl.Cr. # 3 - $0.90 ea.
Sl. Cr. # 4 - $0.90 ea.
C. PANS, SLEEPY CREEK BRAND
# 1 shank - $1.20 ea.
# 11 pinch - $1.10 ea.
# 1½ shank - $1.20 ea.
# 1½ pinch - $1.10 ea.
# 1¾ shank - $1.10 ea.
D. PANS, ONEIDA VICTOR BRAND
# 1 shank - $1.15 ea.
# 11 crimp - $1.15 ea.
# 1½ shank - $1.25 ea.
S.Catch Fox shank - $1.30 ea.
# 1.75 K-9 4x4 pinch - $1.60 ea.
E. PANS, BLAKE & LAMB BRAND
# 3 crimp - $1.99 ea.
F. CHAIN SHOCK SPRING
$.90 ea., $9.75/ dozen
G. STOP LOSS PARTS
Spring & pin pair - $2.00 ea.
H. DOGS, BODY GRIP
# 110-# 120 - $0.80 ea
# 160 $0.85 ea
# 220-# 280 - $0.95 ea
# 330 - $1.55 ea
Sl. Cr. # 700 - $0.95 ea.
I. TRIGGERS, BODY GRIP
CLAMP ON:
# 110-# 160 - $.99 ea.
# 220-# 280 - $1.04 ea.
# 280-# 330 - $1.09 ea.
BOLT ON:
# 110-# 160 - $1.10 ea.
# 220-# 280 - $1.20 ea.
# 330 - $1.30 ea.
J. SPRINGS, BODY GRIP
# 110 - $2.50 ea.
# 160 - $3.65 ea.
# 220 - $4.50 ea.
# 280 - $5.25 ea.
# 330 - $5.85 ea.

K. SAFETY HOOK, BODY GRIP
# 120 - $0.40 ea.
# 160 - $0.40 ea.
# 220 - $0.45 ea.
# 280, # 330 - $0.45 ea.

S. AUXILIARY LIGHTNING SPRINGS
$9.95 doz.
T. TRIGGER WIRE KITS
110 KIT $3.95
220 KIT $3.95
Materials to modify 2 doz traps

L. JAW RIVETS
# 110 - $0.89 ea.
# 160 - $0.99 ea.
# 220 - $1.15 ea.
# 280 - $1.25 ea.
# 330 - $1.30 ea.

U. BODY GRIP BOLT ON CIRCLE
TRIGGERS
110-120 $1.10/ 1 $12.95/ doz
220
$1.25/ 1 $14.95/ doz
330
$3.50/ 1 $39.95/ doz

M. COIL SPRING
REGULAR Wire:
# 1 - $1.05 per pair
# 1½ - $1.15 per pair
# 1.75 - $1.40 per pair
# 2 - $1.35 per pair
# 3 - $1.55 per pair
MUSIC Wire:
# 1 - $1.05 per pair
# 1½ - $1.15 per pair
# 1.75 - $1.40 per pair
# 2 - $1.35 per pair
# 3 - $1.55 per pair
N. LONGSPRING REPLACEMENTS
# 0 - $2.00 ea.
# 1 - $2.60 ea.
# 11 - $2.60 ea.
# 1½ - $3.40 ea.
# 2 - $3.40 ea.
# 3, # 4 - $6.40 ea.
O. SOFT CATCH PADS
# 1½ :
$2.50 for 2 pads
$26.00 for 24 pads
# 3:
$3.00 for 2 pads
$28.50 for 24 pads
P. 4 COIL KITS
KIT 1-H: $13.50 ea.
Covers 12 traps. Fits Victor or B&L
1.5, 1.75, 2, Mont. 1.5, 3, or N.W.
1.5, 1.75, 2.
KIT 2-H: $14.00 ea.
Covers 12 traps. Fits Victor 3,
Mont. 2, 4, or N.W. 3.

V. EXPAND A PAN
Bridger# 5 Weld On $4/ 1 $30/ doz
Bridger# 3 Dogless $4/ 1 $38/ doz
Bridger# 2 Dogless $4/ 1 $38/ doz
Bridger# 3 DogType $4/ 1 $38/ doz
Bridger# 2 DogType $4/ 1 $38/ doz
Duke# 4 Replace Bolt On $4/ 1 $38/ doz
MB650 Weld On $4/ 1 $30/ doz
MB550 Weld On $4/ 1 $30/ doz
330 Bodygrip
$4/ 1 $30/ doz
220 Bodygrip
$4/ 1 $30/ doz
160 Bodygrip
$4/ 1 $30/ doz
110/ 155 Bodygrip $4/ 1 $30/ doz
W. BAIT TRIGGERS FOR BODY GRIP
TRAPS
$2.95/ 1 $29.95/ doz
X. BUCKET BRACKET
$2.35/ 1 $12.95/ 6 $24.95/ doz
Y. HARDWOOD BODY GRIP PANS
Small $1.50/ 1 $10/ 6 $18.95/ doz
Large $1.95/ 1 $11/ 6 $19.95/ doz
Z. UNDERALLS $5.45
1 1/ 2 Victor and Blake & Lamb round
pan
1.75 and 2 Victor
1 1/ 2, 1 3/ 4. 2 and 3

Q. BRASS BOLTS AND NUTS
# 10 bolt comes with nut
$2.80 doz.
R. # 14 DRILL BIT
Drill out the pan post to fit
# 10 brass bolt $1.95 ea.

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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T RAP CHAIN
# 2 DOUBLE LOOP: $0.24/ ft, or $19.00/ 100 ft. Use for muskrats and mink.
# 2-0 TWIN LOOP: $0.35/ ft, or $28.00/ 100 ft. Use for muskrats and mink.
# 2 STRAIGHT LINK: $0.40/ ft, $40.00/ 100 ft. Foreign made. Use for raccoon and fox.
# 3 STRAIGHT LINK: $0.50/ ft, or $45.00/ 100 ft. Foreign made. Use for fox and coyote.
MB # 2 HD STRAIGHT LINK: $.70/ ft, or $60.00/ 100 ft. Suitable for any animal up to and including
coyote and otter. 325# rating.
MB # 3 HD - COYOTE CHAIN: $0.75/ ft, or $65.00/ 100 ft. Suitable for mountain lion and
wolverine 465# rating.

T RAPPING HARDWARE
T RAPPING HARDWARE
BODYGRIP STANDS: 110s are single bar. The rest are double cross bars.
Size
Price for x1
x6
x12
110
$2.00
$10.95
$19.95
160
$2.35
$12.95
$23.95
220
$2.60
$13.95
$25.95
280
$3.95
$22.95
$41.95
330
$3.99
$23.95
$43.95
TALL STABILIZERS: 36" tall.
Size
Price for x1
110
$3.00
330
$7.00

x6
$14.00
$39.00

x12
$26.00
$72.00

FREE-STANDING 220 HOLDERS: Sits on the ground; no need to push in!
Great for trapping on frozen ground. $2.50 ea, or $12.00/ 6.
BUCKET GUARD: Stakes down trap and bucket.
Size
Price for x1
x6
160
$3.00
$14.00
220
$3.00
$14.00

x12
$26.00
$26.00

PURDY BUCKET STAKES:
Lifts square bucket and holds in place.
Bolts on. $15.00 for 6, or $25.00/ dozen
HAGz
Price for x1
BRACKET:
$2.25
SPRING CLIP:
$1.40
SPRING CLIP XL: $1.80
BAIT HOLDER:
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x6
$12.25
$ 7.99
$ 9.99

x12
$22.25
$13.99
$17.99
$ 3.99

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.

T RAPPING HARDWARE
ARROWHEAD STABILIZERS: Compact and easy to carry, push into the ground set
your trap and go
Price for x1
x12
STANDARD:
$2.50
$22.95
330+:
$3.00
$26.95
KB STABILIZERS: Fits # 110 - # 330 and everything in between
Works for snow sets, otter crossovers, bridge abutments, culverts, bottom edge sets, coon
trails, soft peat or muck bottoms and nuisance work
Price for
x1
x6
x12
$3.25
$18.00
$34.00
BARKERS CONI-QUICKMOUNTS: The quickest and most solid coni holder available.
Made of formed steel rods inserted from the top down between the springs of the trap.
Price for x1
x6
x12
110-120
$2.00
$14.40
$22.00
280-330
$2.95
$15.60
$24.00
RE-ROD STAKES: Made in-house! Stakes measure 1/ 2" diameter
with a washer welded on top Choose length:
Size Price for x6
Price for x12
15"
$12.00
$21.00
18"
$13.00
$23.00
24"
$14.00
$25.00
T-BAR STAKES: Made in-house! Stakes measure 1/ 2" diameter
with a 4" bar handle. Choose length:
Size Price for x6
Price for x12
18"
$14.00
$24.00
24"
$15.00
$25.00
PRO METAL SIFTER: $7.95 ea. Measures 8x10x2.5".
XHD BLACK METAL DIRT SIFTER: $16.95 ea.
ALUMINUM DIRT SIFTER: $24.95 ea.

WIRE ROLLS: 3.5 lbs,
16 gauge - $5.95 ea
14 gauge - $5.95 ea
11 gauge - $6.95 ea or 10 lb $18.00
9 gauge - $6.95 ea or 10 lb $18.00
WIRE REEL: $16.95 ea. Plastic, holds one 3.5 lb roll and is worn on a
belt. Orange.
PAPIO CREEK MAGNUM POWER CLIPS 6/ $8.95 12/ $15.95
S-HOOKS: $2.00/ dozen. $13.00/ 100 6 gauge.
$1.50/ dozen. $11.95/ 100 small
J-HOOKS: $2.25/ dozen. 6 gauge, heavy duty.
LAP LINKS: $4.00/ dozen $29.00/ 100. Use with ½ " stakes.
HD UNIVERSAL SWIVELS: $4.95/ dozen $36.00/ 100 Heavy-duty, will
fit ½ " stakes.
MB CRUNCH PROOF IN-LINE SWIVELS: $5.75/ dozen $46.00/ 100.
Extra heavy-duty.
All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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T RAPPING H ARDWARE
BOX SWIVELS: $5.50/ dozen $40.00/ 100.
Each swivel comes with two 6 gauge j-Hooks
SLEEPY CREEK DOUBLE STAKE SWIVELS: $14.00/ dozen. Heavy-duty,
5/ 8" hole. Made in the USA.
DOUBLE STAKE SWIVELS: $6.49/ dozen. 5/ 8" hole.
SINGLE STAKE SWIVEL: $4.95/ dozen. 3/ 8" hole. Comes with J-hooks.
JC CONNER T BAR SHOCK SPRINGS Same extremely high quality spring and
T-bar but with a longer rounded nose and a special eye for easy j hookup to your swivels.
No welding required.
$2.30 ea, or $25.95/ dozen
IOWA DISPOSABLE STAKES: Attach wire or cable, then shove in the ground.
STAKES ONLY: $1.25 ea, $14.00/ dozen, or $100.00/ per 100
Stakes with 18" of 7x7 3/ 32" gauge cable: $23.00/ dozen
DISPOSABLE STAKES: STAKES ONLY. No special driver needed.
Any pointed stake works well. Specify type:
Berkshire Standard: $5.00/ dozen $35.00/ 100
Berkshire Heavy-Duty: $6.50/ dozen $48.00/ 100
Berkshire Soft-Ground: $10.00/ dozen $68.00/ 100
Wolf Fang $5.50/ dozen $42.95/ 100
Super Fang $5.95/ dozen $44.95/ 100
Earth Anchor $9.95/ dozen $79.95/ 100
STAKES WITH CABLE: 7x7 3/ 32" cable used.
Standard with 18" - $12.95/ dozen
Heavy-Duty with 18" - $14.95/ dozen
Soft-Ground with 18" - $19.95/ dozen
Wolf Fang with 18" - $14.95/ dozen
Super Fang with 18" - $15.95/ dozen
Earth Anchor with 18" - $17.95/ dozen
BERKSHIRE STAKE DRIVER: Three sizes available. Made of steel.
20" length $4.95 24" length - $7.95 ea, or 36" length - $10.95 ea
EARTH ANCHOR AND SUPER STAKE DRIVER $14.95
WOLF FANG DRIVER $15.95
WELD ON TIP $12.95 6 in by 5/ 8 round heavy duty weld-on pogo tip
DRAGS (2-prong): Hook to trap chain with s-hook or lap link. Helps to prevent
losing your trap and catch if stake fails.
1/ 4" - $12.00/ 6, or $22.00/ dozen
3/ 8" - $15.00/ 6, or $28.00/ dozen
SPLIT RINGS: $4.95/ dozen, $31.95/ 100.
MINI SPLIT RINGS: $2.95/ dozen, $17.95/ 100.
SWIVEL SNAPS: Handy when connecting anything you need to a trapline.
Swiveled eye prevents tangling. 2½ " long.
3/ 8" ring - $1.35 ea, or $13.95/ dozen
5/ 8" ring - $1.45 ea, or $14.95/ dozen
SNAP LINKS : Carabiner-style hook. Use to fasten chains or cables to stakes.
3/ 16" $3.25 / dozen, or $30.00/ 100
1/ 4"
$3.75 / dozen, or $35.00/ 100
5/ 16" $6.00 / dozen, or $54.00/ 100
3/ 8" $12.00 / dozen, or $85.00/ 100
7/ 16" $16.00 / dozen, or $140.00/ 100
1/ 2" $20.00 / dozen, or $170.00/ 100
QUICK LINKS: Threaded portion opens to slip over chain.
1/ 8" - $4.00/ dozen, or $26.00/ 100
3/ 16" -$5.75/ dozen, or $36.00/ 100
1/ 4" - $6.25/ dozen, or $44.00/ 100
5/ 16" - $7.00/ dozen, or $55.00/ 100
TEARDROP RINGS: Easy and quick connecting devise used to attach swivel and a chain to a body grip
trap.
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T RAPPING H ARDWARE
CONI-BRACKET: $7.95/ dozen, or $48.50/ 100. Can be nailed to a board or log, or
can also be welded to a stake. Fits 110s through 220s.
BASE-PLATES & LAMINATIONS: We have 4 basic sizes of base plates. Measure
base and order appropriate size. One d-ring included with each base plate.
BP1: $1.00 ea. or $12/ 12 fits 1 3/ 4 & 2 Duke
BP2: $1.15 ea. or $13/ 12 fits 1.75 & 2 Victor, 2 Bridger w 3/ 4"
BP3: $1.20 ea. or $14/ 12 fits 2 Bridger,Northwood&Montgomery,5 DLS Bridger
BP4: $1.25 ea. or $14/ 12 fits most 3 & 4 coils spring
BP5: $1.30 ea. or $14/ 12 fits most 3 long spring
BP6: $1.35 ea. or $15/ 12 fits most 4 long spring
D-RINGS: Replacement d-rings for base-plates.
3/ 4" - $2.50/ dozen or $17/ 100
1" - $2.75/ dozen or $19/ 100
BARKERS MINK PANS: Increases pan size up to 150% , and catch rate to 80% .
MINKPAN # 1: fits # 1-# 11 longs - $9.80/ dozen
MINKPAN # 2: fits # 1½ -# 2 coils - $9.90/ dozen
BARKERS CONI-PANS: These coni-pans make a bodygrip trap a foot-trip.
Prevents catching dogs. Very effective in buckets.
# 110 - $9.45/ dozen
# 220 - $9.95/ dozen

T RAPPING T OOLS

CAGE TRAP CLIP PLIER $8.95
COIL SPRING TOOL $1.85
S-HOOK TOOLS:
FUNKE HEAVY DUTY: $29.00 ea. 14" long made in USA.
Standard S-Hook Tool: $12.95 ea.
J-HOOK TOOL $21.95 ea. blue handle with wire cutter
BOB CUSTER'S B2B TRAP BENDER $21.95
AUGERS
2 INCH DIRT HOLE AUGER (18 inches long) $21.95 ea.
3 INCH DIRT HOLE AUGER (18 inches long) $22.95 ea.
2 INCH DOUBLE FLIGHT DIRT HOLE AUGER (24 inches long) $31.95 ea.
DIRT HOLE PUNCH $16.95 ea.
DOG PROOF TRAP CLEAN OUT TOOL $9.95
GROUNDHOG 3 IN 1 TOOL approx. 4 lbs $19.95 ea
SODBUSTER HAMMER approx 3 lbs $ 19.95 ea
SLEEPY CREEK SAFETY GRIP: $6.00 ea.
BRIDGER SELF-LOCKING BODY GRIP SETTER $31.95 ea.
FOX HOLLOW TRAP PAN ADJUSTER $14.95 ea.
18" BOLT CUTTER: $17.95 Cut chain, s or j-hooks and wire with ease
MINK TROWEL: $19.00 ea. 36" long and 3.5" wide.
FOX TROWELS: 22" long. D-handle optional. See options:
Wide w/ d-handle, 2.75" width - $12.95 ea
Wide, straight handle, 2.75" width - $8.95 ea
Narrow w/ d-handle, 1.75" width - $12.95 ea
Narrow, straight handle, 1.75" width - $8.95 ea
D-HANDLES: Replacement or add to a straight handle.
Rounded orange - 5.25 ea, or Standard - 5.00 ea

WHISK BROOM $6.95 Helps blend in sets for those pattern shy animals

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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T RAP SETTING EQUIPM ENT
BODY GRIP SETTING TONGS:
$7.95 ea. Use to set 110-120 traps - 14 inch
$9.95 ea. Use to set 220-330 traps - 21 inch
$15.95 ea.Use to set 220-330 traps - 28 inch
GEM BODY GRIP SETTER: $13.95 ea. Can be used to set any size trap.
SLEEPY CREEK SETTER: Sets longs and body grips.
Model 3, up to 160 & 2 longs - 14" long - $10.95 ea.
Model 4, up to 330 & 5 longs - 24" long - $19.95 ea.
COIL SPRING SETTERS: $11.95 ea. Use on all sizes up through 4s.
ANIMAL CATCHER: $25.00 ea. 4 ft long metal release pole.
SULLIVAN TRAP TESTER: $14.00 ea. Easily and accurately measure
tension of foot hold traps. Increments of 1 lb.
DOG PROOF SETTER $5.00 ea. Works well setting all dog proofs
RTS SETTER $54.95 ea. Very effective tool for setting springs on ALL body grip traps with one hand.
BRIDGER SELF-LOCKING BODY GRIP SETTER SETTER $31.95 ea. Will set all sizes of the body grip traps
BRIDGER ALUMINUM SETTER $16.95 ea. This is the TOp Gun of the aluminum setters.
PULL TYPE BODY GRIP SETTER$4.95 ea. Fast and easy way to set body grip traps from # 220-# 330
MB-750 TRAP SETTERS: $9.75 ea. Lightweight tool make setting MB-750 much easier.
MB-650 TRAP SETTERS: $9.95 ea.

T RAPPING EQUIPM ENT

CAMO CARRYING POUCHES:
Lure pouch - $5.00
Bait pouch - $4.75
Spray bottle pouch - $3.00
Set of all three - $11.25
LEATHER POUCH: $4.95
Plier Sheath
Cable Sheath
TRAPPER PLIERS: $6.95
FIBERGLASS PAN COVERS: Each pack has 24 covers.
Size # 1.5 - $3.25/ pack.
Size # 1.75 - $3.25/ pack
Size # 2 - $3.25/ pack
Size # 3 - $3.25/ pack
LATEX PAN COVERS: Each pack has 24 covers.
4X4 Fits # 1 and 1 1/ 2 traps $7.00
5x5 Fits # 2, # 3 and # 4 traps $8.50
ANDY STOE'S BUCKWHEAT COVER HULLS - $30.00
Cleaned, select buckwheat hulls used to cover your traps the same as
you would with dirt. No additives or chemicals. Natural, non-absorbent and
odorless. Absolutely pure. No chaff. Approximately 50 quarts/ 23 lbs.
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T RAPPING EQUIPM ENT CONT .
TRAP BEDDER - $7.00 ea. Specify model number.
A fast, safe, and easy way to bed a foothold trap. When the trap bedder is in
place, it makes the trap impossible to fire when making a set. Works great when
making land or water sets. Great for beginners.
Model 1: 1.5 through 3 longs, and 1.5 and 1.75 coils.
Model 2: 4 longs, and 2 & 3 coils.
Model 3: BMI coils.

TRAPPERS CAP: A tool designed to bed traps firmly. Trapper?s Caps will
eliminate the use of pan covers 90% of the time. Instructions included.
Model A - $7.00 ea. Fits Victor & Duke 1.5 coils, 1.5 & 2 B&L coils.
Model B - $8.00 ea. Fits Victor & Duke 1.75 and 2 coils.
Model C - $7.50 ea. Fits Victor 3 & 4 longs; Victor & Duke 3 coils.

FIBER TUFF PACK BASKET:
Extra-heavy fiber reinforced resin, made for sub-zero
temperatures, and it will not rot or leak like wood. Stronger and
heavier than fiberglass. Side-lure pouch (optional) has a lid that
snaps shut. Size 10x14x18".
Basket without pouch. $65.00
Basket with pouch (pictured). $75.00

POLE SYRINGE $52 Plunger made of machine aluminum to last a lifetime

KNEELING PAD $6.95 Helps keep human odor off predator sets and keeps your knees from getting wet and sore.
16" long 7" wide and 1" thick
BUCKET BOSS BUCKETEER BTO: $16.00 Original bucket tool organizer
BUCKET BOSS BUCKET SEAT: $8.84 Organizer and acts as a seat you can use on your 5 gallon bucket
FLAGGING TAPE: $2.00 Comes in florescent blue, orange, pink or green (specify color) Dozens of uses for any
trapper.

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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DIPS, DYES, & W AX
ANDY STOE'S SPEED DIP: Black or brown: $11.95/ quart.
One quart of Speed Dip covers approximately 150 traps.
LOGWOOD TRAP DYE: $3.95 ea. Powder; turns black as it dries.
LOGWOOD LIQUID TRAP DYE: $8.95/ 8 oz ea.
PETE'S LIQUID TRAP DYE: $7.95/ 8 oz jar.
FULL METAL JACKET; $24.95 GALLON
ODORLESS WAX BLOCK:
White $3.50 / ea $29.95/ 10
Black: $3.95/ ea or $35.00/ 10
FLAKE WAX: $3.50/ 1 lb bag or $16/ 5 lb bag or $29.00/ 10 lb bag.
BLACKIE'S WAX-B-GONE: $11.25 quart Effective in removing wax from traps.

A NTI -FREEZE & PRESERVATIVES
FLAKE ANTI-FREEZE: $2.50/ lb, $10.50/ 5lb $19.90/ 10lb.
FUNKE'S LIQUID ANTI-FREEZE: $6.00/ 16 oz, $17.00/ ½ gal., $28.00 1 gal.
PETE RICHARD'S POWERED ANTI-FREEZE $4.25/ 14 oz
FUNKE'S GLYCERIN: $6.00/ 16 oz, $11.00/ 32 oz,
$20.00/ ½ gallon, $27.00 gallon
Use in baits and lures to keep from freezing in the winter months.
FUNKE'S SODIUM BENZOATE: $5.00 ea. Powdered. Use in baits and lures as a
great preservative. 16 oz jar.
DROPPERS: $0.35 ea. Fit on 1 oz plastic bottles.
PLASTIC BOTTLES:
1 oz screw top - $0.45 ea
4 oz flip top - $0.65 ea
16 oz flip top - $0.85 ea
16 oz spray top - $1.95 ea
16 oz screw top - $ .75 ea
1/ 2 Gallon screw top - $ 3.00
GLASS JARS/ BOTTLES:
2.5 oz wide-mouth jar - $0.85 ea
4 oz wide-mouth jar - $0.95 ea
4 oz small-mouth bottle - $0.85 ea
16 oz small-mouth bottle - $1.50 ea
*All glass jars/ bottles come with a screw top.
LURE CAPSULES: $2.50 doz Steady even flow of lure or urine under all weather conditions
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FUR H ANDLING
APRONS: Use when skinning or fleshing. Please specify type.
Regular Blue Apron - $9.95 ea.
XHD Beaver Apron - $18.95 ea.
TRAPPER'S HIDE TANNING FORMULA: $9.00 ea. or $48 / 6
Produces a professional quality tan in 5-7 days. One bottle will tan one deer
hide or a comparable amount of other skins. Complete instructions are included. 8 oz.
DIXIETAN PASTE: $4.50 ea. A general purpose preservative and tanning
solution. One jar will tan one deer hide or a comparable amount of other
skins. Comes with complete instructions. 1 lb box.
TAIL SLITTING GUIDE: $3.00 ea. Aluminum.
WINKLER'S TAIL ZIPPER: $3.95 ea. Makes slitting tails safe, simple, and quick.
HD PLASTIC TAIL ZIPPER: $4.25 ea. Makes removing tail bones easy.
PUSH-PINS: $7.00/ box of 100. Reusable 1/ 2" long. Aluminum Head
$7.00/ box of 100. Reusable 5/ 8" long. Aluminum Head
LANCE® T-PINS: $7.50/ box of 100. Heavy-duty steel pins, 1½ " long.
FUR COMB DECKER: $11.00 ea. Metal teeth remove dirt, burs, and anything else without damaging fur or pelt .
FUR COMB HEAVY DUTY BY STONE : $18.25 ea. FINE OR COARSE
FUR BRUSH THE ORIGINAL SLICKER: $11.00 ea. Large or $7.00 ea Medium
"The Original SLicker Brush" for the final touch. Gets finest dirt out of coat and leaves fur shiny and glossy.
FUR BRUSH GENERIC : $5.95 ea. Fur Brush with a wood handle thin short bristles
TAIL PULLERS: Please specify type.
Plastic - $3.00 ea. Economical and easy to use.
Metal - $9.00 ea. Made by us at Funke's! Heavy-duty steel, painted black.
Aluminum $8.00 Made of aluminum and will last a life time
3 Hole Steel $9.50 Lasts a lifetime, three hole size to fit any tail bone
Bench Mount - $23.95 ea. Makes removing tail bones incredibly quick.
STANDARD SKINNING GAMBREL: $4.95 ea. 8" Gambrel, chains not included.
WINKLER'S SKINNING GAMBREL: $11.00 ea. Improved version. Comes with two
chains. Securely holds animal's feet while skinning.
QUICK ATTACH - V - GAMBREL: $14.95 ea. Feet slide into desired slots for quick skinning

RTS Speed Gambrel $18.95 ea. The RTS Speed Gambrel will definitely speed things up in your fur shop.

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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K NIVES
DEXTER® BEAVER KNIFE: $13.50 ea. Rounded edge, use with any sharpener.
PELTING KNIFE: $15.00 ea. Pointed end for easy opening of hide. White plastic handle.
SINGLE-HANDLED SCRAPER: $8.00 ea.
4" SKINNING KNIFE: $9.95 ea.
8" PRO FLESHING KNIFE: $12.00 ea. 2 wooden handles, blade measures 1x8"
with a single edge. Suggested use for mink and muskrat.
10" PRO FLESHING KNIFE: $13.95 ea.
12" PRO FLESHING KNIFE: $15.50 ea. 2 black plastic handles, blade measures
Suggested use for raccoon and coyote.

1.5x12" with a single edge.

12" PRO FLESHING KNIFE DOUBLE EDGE: $19.95 ea. Quality fleshing knife one piece blade design, and can
be sharpened to your liking.
1.5x12" with a single edge. Suggested use for raccoon and coyote.
NECKER 600 FLESHING KNIFE: $68.95 ea. Top-seller. Sharp and square edged blade. Rubber handles.
NECKER 700 FLESHING KNIFE: $79.95 ea. Sharp and square edged
blade. Rubber handles.
NECKER 800 FLESHING KNIFE: $58.95 ea. While supplies last

ENGLISH-STYLE FLESHING KNIFE: Made in the USA and modeled after the
Sheffield Fleshing Knife. Has a double wooden-handled design, and the
blade is made of high quality stainless steel. Blade is green.
12"x3" Knife - $52.00 ea.
16"x3" Knife - $55.00 ea.

CARIBOU FLESHING KNIFE: $84.95 ea. Long curved double edge flesher
with two handles. Blade length 10 1/ 2" by 1 1/ 8" wide

HOG SCRAPER: $5.95 ea. This is a tough double sided scraper that lasts
for a lifetime
PAPIO CREEK QUICK-PIT $9.99 ea. This is a stake-shaped tool, makes quick work on skinning tails and front
legs on coons, coyotes, fox, bobcat, beaver, lynx, oppossum, skunk, marte, otter, fisher, wolf etc.

SHARPENERS:
STERLING KNIFE SHARPENER: $13.50 ea. Tungsten carbide. Weighs less than
an ounce. Can be hand held or used as a mount. 20 degree edge.
DEXTER® DIAMOND SHARPENER: $29.95 ea. Durable, 12" stainless steel
blade with microcrystaline diamonds for quick knife sharpening.
8" STANDARD STEEL SHARPENER: $12.95 ea. 8" Standard Steel with a plastic handle and a ring for easy hang up
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STRETCHERS
WOOD STRETCHER BOARDS - Specify size and quantity.
SIZE
(x1)
(x6)
MINK- female, 2.75"x 32"
$5.00
$27.00
MINK - male, 3.25"x 32"
$5.00
$27.00
MINK - x-large 4"x 32"
$5.50
$30.00
MUSKRAT - 5.75"x 24"
$5.00
$27.00
RACCOON - 8"x 54"
$10.00
$54.00
RACCOON - 9"x 54"
$11.00
$55.00
OTTER - 7.5"x 60"
$14.00
$69.00
FOX - 6.5"x 54"
$10.00
$54.00
MINK WEDGES - $1.00 ea, $5.50/ 6
RACCOON OR OTTER WEDGES - $1.25 ea, $5.95/ 6

WIRE STRETCHERS - Wire. Specify size and quantity.
SIZE
(x1)
(x6)
# 1 Muskrat, 7x21
$4.00 $18.00
# 1.5 Mink, 4.5x27.5"
$5.25 $24.00
# 23 Opossum/ Raccoon, 7.25"x 42" $7.00 $38.00
# 4 Fox/ Raccoon, 8.75"x 42"
$7.00 $39.00
# 5 Fox/ Raccoon, 9.75"x 48
$8.00 $42.00
# 6 Coyote, 11"x 60"
$14.00 $48.00

(x12)
$33.00
$43.00
$68.00
$67.00
$75.00
$86.00

FUR HANGERS $4 each steel

Don't lose money! Furs are worth more when they are skinned and stretched!

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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BOOTS & W ADERS
LACROSSE® (WHOLE SIZES 7-12. CALL FOR OTHER SIZES)
AEROHEAD 3mm. - $159.95
Hunting boot. Waterproof, double-stitched seams, quick drying
and moisture wicking. Rated mild for -20 to 70 degrees. Best for
mud, stalking. Height 18". 'Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity' camo.
AEROHEAD 7mm. - $169.95
Hunting boot. Waterproof, double-stitched seams, quick drying
and moisture wicking. Rated cold for -70 to 50 degrees. Best for
mud, stalking. Height 18". 'Realtree Xtra' camo.
BURLY - $99.95
Classic work boot. Foam insulated. 100% waterproof,
slip-resistant, and has adjustable top strap. Plain toe
protection. Rated mild. Height 18". Green.

Aerohead

Burly

MARSH - $139.95
Hip boot. Uninsulated. 100% waterproof. Scent protection,
slip resistant, plain toe protection, rated mild. Height 32". Green.
PREMIUM HIP - $134.95
Hip boot. Uninsulated. 100% waterproof. Canvas lining with
internal pull straps. Tear resistant, slip resistant, toe guard, rated
mild. Best for mud and snow. Height 32". Black.
BIG CHIEF - $139.95
Hip boot. Uninsulated. 100% waterproof. Calf harness for
secure fit. Scent protection, slip resistant, plain toe protection,
rated mild. Height 32". Green.

Marsh

Premium Hip

BIG CHIEF - $159.95
Hip boot. Insulated. '600G thinsulate ultra' . 100% waterproof.
Calf harness for secure fit. Scent protection, slip resistant, plain
toe protection, rated cold. Height 32". Green.
TRAPLINE - $154.95
Hip boot. Insulated. Wool felt lining. 100% waterproof.
Calf harness for secure fit. 'Trac-lite' outsole, slip resistant, plain
toe protection, rated mild. Height 32". Green.
ZXT INSULATOR III - $194.95
Chest wader. Insulated. Foam insulation and wool felt midsole.
100% waterproof. Internal rubber reinforcement. 'Trac-lite'
outsole. Tear resistant, slip resistant, plain toe protection, rated
cold. Chest height. Black.

LACROSSE BOOT® ACCESSORIES
BOOT & WADER REPAIR KIT - $11.00 Comes with 2 patches, 3/ 4 oz
tube of Aquaseal gel, and small brush.
H-BACK SUSPENDERS - $17.00. Designed to work with all
LaCrosse brand waders.
RUBBER CONDITIONING SPRAY - $16.00. Prevents UV damage
and color fading and designed to extend the life of your boots.
8 fluid ounces.
METAL BOOT HANGER - $3.50
Hang any pair of boots up with this hanger to air dry, keep
organized in mudroom and keep mice or pets out of them
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Trapline

ZXT III

L IGHTS
NITE LITE® LIGHTS & ACCESSORIES
NITE SPORT LED - $109.99
LED lights offer twice the brightness and use half the power
compared to incandescent lights. Has 2 brightness settings. Comes
with soft cap, battery, battery carrying pouch, and battery wall charger.
WIZARD LED - $124.99
Uses LED lights. Includes hand-held 6 volt battery that lasts longer.
Has 2 brightness settings. Come with soft cap, battery, and battery
wall charger.
TRACKER LED LIGHT PACKAGE - $114.99
Comes with 6 volt 4 amp battery 230 Lumens with our 5 watt LED
Headlamp. Twice as bright as our Original Tracker. Over 20 hours run
time on high.
EXTREME LED PACKAGE- $249.99
Powerful single LED pumps out more than 700 ANSI standard lumens,
Best of all, this powerful light barely sips power, so you can have more
than 2 hours of continuous burn on the super bright setting and over
40 hours on the low setting.
KITTEN KOONER LED PACKAGE - $119.99
Super tight spot pierces the darkness to the tops of the highest trees
and lasts an astounding 70 hours per charge, and that's on the
high setting. Manually dim or brighten the beam on both the high and
low headlamp setting. Estimated 200 lumen rating and features our
5 watt LED headlamp.
NITE SPORT II (Not LED) $99.99
Perfect all purpose utility light for hunting, fishing, camping and more.
Compact easy to use and weighing under three pounds. Can be used
as a hands-free headlamp, a hand-held lantern or a belt-worn walking
light.
NIGHT SPORT EXTREME LED - $149.99
Features include a newly engineered reflector that focuses a super
bright beam to penetrate the deepest focus on your surroundings.
The aluminum housing has an easy to operate push button with three
brightness settings. We included a periodic strobe signal to let you
know when your battery is getting low. It comes with 54" long cord
letting you clip the battery to your belt or slip it in a pocket. Includes
black soft bump cap, mounting brackets and wall charger.

NITE LITE® REPLACEMENT BATTERIES
4 VOLT, 9 AMP (NL490) - $48.00
6 VOLT, 4 AMP (NL640-WP) - $45.00
6 VOLT, 8 AMP (NL682) - $50.00
NITE LITE® BATTERY CHARGERS
4 VOLT Wall Charger - $18.00
6 VOLT Wall Charger - $18.00
7.2 VOLT Wall Charger - $18.00
6 VOLT Auto Charger - $19.00
7.2 VOLT Auto Charger - $19.00

NITE LITE® ACCESSORIES
POP COVERS
The Head/ Rheohead - $3.99.
Amber.
5100 - $4.99. Red.
5200 - $3.99. Amber, red, or blue.
GLASS LENS
Small (2-7/ 16" diameter) - $1.95
Large (2-3/ 4" diameter) - $2.00
7.2 VOLT Wall Charger - $18.00

NITE LITE® REPLACEMENT BULBS
BM30 6 VOLT - $6.25
605 Wet Cell - $0.75
1440 4 Volt (Wheat) - $5.00
PR3 (Kitten Kooner) - $0.65
* Go online to see our complete inventory of Nite Lite
accessories and equipment!
Check them out at
www.funketraptags.com *
All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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ICOTEC CALLS & DECOYS
CALLS
ICOtec GC 101XL
$ 49.99
A compact, light weight and very powerful predator call companion ideal for
bow hunters. Comes with 12 field proven high quality natural animal calls from
Wildlife Technologies. The unit has up to a 100 yard remote range, you can play 2 calls at the same
time. This call is ideal for attracting fox, coyote, bobcat, crow, bear and wolf.
ICOtec GC 300
$ 79.99
Compact, durable and extremely effective for such an affordable unit. You can't go wrong with this
predator call if you are a beginner or a more experienced hunter that prefers a more convenient
option. Calls include: Coyote Female, Coyote Howl, Coyote Male, Crow Baby Distress, Raccoon Baby
Distress, Woodpecker Baby Distress, Bobcat Adult, Cottontail Distress, Coyote Pup Distress, Fawn
Distress, Gray Fox Distress and Jack Rabbit Distress. 300 yard remote control range. Plays up to 2 call
sounds simultaneously.
ICOtec GC 320
$149.99
The Ultimate Call/ Decoy Combination includes 24 high quality, field proven animal calls. Best
remote control technology in the electronic game call industry with a 300 yard range and no line of
sight required to operate the call or decoy. We have added the abitity to play two seperate calls at
the same time to paint a more convincing scenario in the mind of a smart predator.
ICOtec GC 350
$129.99
Game Call is light weight and a very powerful game call companion ideal for predator hunters.
Comes with 24 field proven high quality natural animal calls. has up to a 300 yard remote range, you
can program up to 24 of your own custom calls. The unit comes with an external speaker port for
hunters in the open plains that might need even more volume. There is also an auxiliary port for an
electronic decoy to further attract your predator. The GC350 has a mini USB port to connect to your
computer so you can change your calls or you can remove the standard size SD card that comes with
the call and place it in an SD card slot if your computer has one. This call is ideal for attracting fox,
coyote, bobcat, crow, bear and wolf.
ICOtec GC 500
$179.99
Programmable Game Call is light weight and a very powerful game call companion ideal for predator
hunters. Comes with 24 field proven high quality natural animal calls. and the ability to load up to
200 calls and the unit has up to a 300 yard remote range. The brand new remote has an amber
backlit digital screen and control buttons for easy visibility during your night time hunts. You can
preset up to 6 favorites and program your own custom calls. Comes with an external speaker port for
hunters in the open plains that might need even more volume. There is also an auxiliary port for an
electronic decoy to further attract your predator. Has a mini USB port to connect to your computer so
you can change your calls or you can remove the standard size SD card that comes with the call and
place it in an SD card slot if your computer has one. This call is ideal for attracting fox, coyote, bobcat,
crow, bear, wolf, wild turkey, whitetail deer, snow geese and raccoon.
ICOtec Outlaw
$379.99
Programmable Game Call with decoy. Includes 240 FREE Sounds, Plays 2 calls
at the same time, 300 Yard Remote Range no line of site required, Stores over
450 Sounds, Large easy to read screen. Perfect for night hunts, simple call navigation
DECOYS
PD 200
$ 39.99
The new PD200 Decoy will work with most all calls that have an aux. port. Activate with call remote,
Includes 3.5mm cable, silent motor function, adjustable speed dial, intermittent active motion, light
for night hunting, stake & topper holders, comes with 2 toppers, doesn't drain call batteries,
Superior battery life. 4AA not included.
PD 400
$ 49.99
The new AD400 Decoy will work attach to the GC300, GC320, GC350, and GC500. Activate with call
remote, Includes 3.5mm cable, silent motor function, adjustable speed dial, intermittent active
motion, light for night hunting, stake & topper holders, comes with 2 toppers, doesn't drain call
batteries, Superior battery life. 4AA not included.
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GLOVES
UNCLE FREDDIE'S BIG GAME GUT GLOVE
Excellent for Skinning and Processing Big Game
and Small Game animals. Fur Trappers love
them for laying down scent, for land trapping
and skinning their pelts.
12" Regular $17.99 12" Insulated $22.99
26" Regular $35.99 26" Insulated $45.99
Sizes - Uninsulated XS thru 2XL
Insulated M thru 2XL

WELLS LAMONT®
"Bemac" Gauntlet - $28.00. Foam insulated
green PVC. Full arm length and shoulder strap.

BOSS®
18" Rubber glove - $9.00. Fully coated, double
dipped, jersey lined, flexible rubber glove.
Sandy grip. Green.
STANDARD 18" GAUNTLET
Gauntlet - $8.50 These gloves work good for the warmer weather shallow sets.
Non-insulated
LATEX
Latex Gloves - $14.00. Powder
free, natural latex exam gloves. Great for
skinning. 50 pairs per box. Sizes Large or extra
large.
Nitrile Gloves - $17.00. Powder
free, natural nitrile exam gloves. Great for
skinning and less likely to rip than regular latex.
50 pairs per box. Extra large.
POLAR PAW 31" Gloves - $32.95.
Bemac insulated Canadian gauntlet gloves. Full
shoulder length with connecting strap. These
insulated gauntlets are extremely comfortable
and provide great finger dexterity. The glove
portion of the gauntlets are very flexible.
One size fits most.
BEST®
Chloro Flex II - $11.00. Unsupported
gloves. 18" length. 30 mil thick. Black. Large.
Chloro Flex II - $13.00. Supported
gloves. 18" length. 30 mil thick. Black. Large.
All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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BOOKS
BARRINGER
Complete Guide to Farmland Fur Trapping
BLACK
You Can Make Record Coon Catches
CARMAN
Mink by the 100s
Musk, Mystery and Misconceptions
Trapping the Eastern Brush Wolf
Raccoon Trapping Methods
Complete Guide to Lures and Baits
Fox by the 100s
CLOUSER
Space-Age Fox Trapping
DOBBINS
Adjustment of Leg hold Traps
Beaver & Otter Trapping Open Water Techniques
Evaluation of Lures, Baits & Urine
Land Sets and Trapping Techniques
On The Line
The Dirt Hole & It's Variations
Trap Fastening
Variations of the Flat Set
FALER
Mink Trappers Guide
GRAWE
Grawe's Snaring Methods II
Grawe's Fox Trapping Methods
HARDING
Deadfalls & Snares
Fifty Years a Hunter and Trapper
HAWBAKER
Beaver & Otter Trapping
Hawbaker's Supreme Fox & Coyote Trapping Method
How to Trap and Use Lure & Bait for Greater Profit
Trapping North American Fur-Bearers
HOBSON
Tan Your Hide
JONES
Trapping and Snaring Bobcats Using "Supreme Methods"
KAATZ
Encyclopedia of Lure and Bait Making
Land Trapping Made Simple
Open Water Beaver Trapping Made Simple
Raccoon Trapping Made Simple
KELLY
Herb Collecting Growing Selling
KRAUSE
Dynamite Bobcat Trapping & Snaring
Dynamite Predator Trapping
Dynamite Fox Trapping
Dynamite Snares & Snaring
Dynamite Mink & Coon Snaring
LEGGETT
Autobiography of Leggett's Fox Trapping Methods
Leggett's Coyote Trapping Methods: Autobiography
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$14.95
$ 9.00
$12.00
$19.95
$12.00
$ 6.00
$10.50
$12.00
$ 6.00
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$14.95
$11.00
$10.50
$ 8.00
$11.00
$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$10.00
$11.95
$12.00
$ 9.95
$ 11.95
$ 9.95
$10.00
$16.95
$19.95
$12.00
$14.00
$10.00
$12.00
$12.00
$15.00

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.

BOOKS
MARSYADA
No Nonsense Mink Trapping
MAST
Coyote Wild Cat Gray Fox Trapping
MILLIGAN
Fox Trapping Across America
Coyote Fever The Complete Cooner
On the Prowl for Bobcats
MIRANDA
Competition Line Coyote Trapping
Competition Line Fox Trapping
Competition Line Water Trapping
MUNRO-MASSEY-STROMBERG
Trap Building Modern & Primitive
NICELY
Advanced Minkology
O'HEARN
A. Coon Trapping, The Untold Story
OLSON
Extreme Northern Bobcat Trapping and Snaring Methods
PASSAMONTE
Eastern Coyote Trapping
High Volume Fox Trapping
PAVEK
The Making of Baits, Lures and Attractors for Fox & Coyote
PEDERSON
Complete Bobcat Trapping Methods
Efficient Effective New Snare Methods
Predator Trapping Problems and Solutions Vol IV
PRITTS
Ginseng: How to Find, Grow & Use North America's Forest Gold
RENNO
New Age Coon Trapping Methods and More
RICKETTS
Muskrat Trapper's Guide
SELLS
Just Muskrat's
SIMMERMAN
Beaver Snaring
SMYTHE
Bottom Edge Otter & Beaver
Bottom Edge Mink Set
SPENCER
Guide to Trapping
The Mink Manual
SULLIVAN
Trapping Techniques For Beginners
Fur Handling 2000
Beaver 2000
Canine 2000
Snaring 2000
Otter 2000
Trapline 2000
STERLING
Master Otter Snaring

$ 7.95
$ 8.95
$15.00
$15.00
$12.00
$15.00
$11.95
$ 9.50
$ 9.95
$ 7.00
$ 7.50
$10.00
$19.95
$12.00
$15.00
$ 5.95
$19.95
$15.00
$19.95
$15.95
$12.00
$12.50
$12.95
$ 7.95
$ 9.95
$ 7.95
$19.95
$10.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$11.00

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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BOOKS
THORPE
50 Years and Trapper and Treasure Hunter
Suicide MInk Sets
TINGLEY
Successful Conibear Trapping
TRAPLINE PRODUCTIONS
The Trapline Record
VANCE (2003)
Price Guide to Collector Antique Traps
Steel Traps Obsolete and Antique
Steel Traps Obsolete and Antique Volume III
WEILAND
Long Liner Fox Trapping Volume II

$11.00
$ 5.00
$ 4.00
$11.00
$10.00
$10.95
$12.95
$ 5.00

WINKLER
99 Uses for a Dead Skunk
Raw Fur Handling at Its Best
I Want to be a Trapper Coloring Book
Wilson
The Alaskan Trapper's Handbook
WYSHINSKI
Formulating and Compounding Animal Lures and Bait
Guide Book for Beginner Trappers
Making and Using Lures and Baits
Trappers Guide to Using Essential Oils, Essences
IOWA SPORTSMAN ATLAS

$ 7.95
$ 9.00
$ 3.00
$14.95
$ 9.00
$ 6.00
$14.95
$ 9.95
$24.95

DVDS
ADAMS
Tactical 5x5 Coon Trapping
BAILEY
Bobcat Trapping
CRAWFORD
Trapping Coon with DP's
DOBBINS
Mink, Muskrat & Raccoon Trapping on Streams
GILBERT
The Best of Trapping Time Coyote Edition
Trapping Time Land Trapping Vol 1
JONES
After the Catch
KAATZ
Glands: A Trapper's Commodity
In the Fur Shed
In the Lure Room
Muskrats: Like Money in the Bank
Skunks: The Best Investment You'll Ever Make
Trapline Anecdotes: Back to the Basics
Trapline Anecdotes: New Mexico Sandhills Trapping
Trapline Ancedotes: Roadlining
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$25.00
$39.95
$29.95
$34.95
$14.99
$ 9.99
$39.95
$14.95
$29.95
$29.95
$14.95
$14.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.

DVDS

KRAUSE
Big Buck Bobcats
Marten Trapping
LASATER
Trapping Sets that Produce
LOCKLEAR
Cat Collector
Coyote Chaos
Coyote Locations That Produce
Dirt Holes Beyond the Basics
Eastern Flat Sets That Produce
High Performance Snaring Vol. 1
High Performance Snaring Vol. 2
Lure & Bait Making
Putting Up Otter for The Top Lot
Speed Processing Beaver
O'HEARN
Coon Trapping: The Untold Story
OBERMIER
No-BS Coon Trapping, No Pocket Set System
PEDERSEN
Complete Bobcat Trapping
Predator Trapping Problems & Solutions
Productive Snaring Techniques
Combines & Coyotes
Tactical 5x5 Coon Trapping
SCHUMANN
Rat Race
SELLS
Cold Weather Daytime Raccoon Calling
Daytime Raccoon Calling & Hunting - Hootman/ Sells
Pure Fun
Water Trapping "The Fish Set"
SMITH, M
Keg Creed Production Trapping (2 disc set)
SMITH, R
Boars Gone Wild
Combines & Coyotes
SMYTHE
Livin' on the Edge Bottom Edge Mink Set
STECK
Dryland Coon Trapping
Running Hard with The Grizz
STEINES
Runnin' the Line: Coon Trapping
SULLIVAN
Beaver 2000
Beaver Control Trapping
Canines 2000
Clean Skinning & Stretching Beaver.
Fur Handling 2000
Sixty Minute Snaring.
WELCH
Trapline Techniques Raccoons & Cornfields

$39.95
$39.95
$27.95
$45.00
$39.00
$19.99
$19.99
$19.99
$39.00
$39.00
$45.00
$25.00
$25.00
$29.95
$30.00
$34.00
$39.95
$34.95
$38.95
$24.95
$34.95
$29.95
$38.95
$34.95
$34.95
$34.95
$39.00
$39.00
$22.95
$34.95
$39.95
$30.00
$29.95
$29.95
$26.00
$26.00
$29.95
$26.00
$29.95

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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FUNKE

ORDER FORM

TRAP TAGS & SUPPLIES

NAME __________________________________________DATE ____________________
STREET or RT ____________________________________________________ (No PO Box)
CITY_____________________________________ STATE _______ ZIP_______________
PHONE________________________ EMAIL_____________________________________
Please give complete St. or Rt. address and phone number for shipping purposes.

Credit Card Number: _________-_________-_________-_________ Exp. ______/_______
QUANTITY

ITEM

Shipping and Handl ing Chart
Tag orders 50-200 Ship for $4.00
Tag orders over 201 Ship for $6.95
Up to $29.99 - Add $8.95
$30.00 to $99.99 - Add $10.95
$100.00 to $249.99 - Add $16.95
$250.00 and Up - Add $24.95
*Extra shipping - applies to Mullet traps.
Please call to determine extra shipping.
844-592-1997 (during business hours)

PRICE

TOTAL

Total Front Page
Total Back Page
Subtotal of Order
Shipping
Extra Shipping*

Shipping nonrefundable on returned items.
No C.O.D.s.
Alaska & Hawaii - Actual shipping cost.

Iowa Add 7% Tax

TOTAL

Make checks payable to "Funke Trap Tags & Supplies"

There will be a $15.00 charge on any returned check. If Collection Agency used - $30.00

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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QUANTITY

ITEM

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
CALL OR GO ONLINE TO CHECK UPDATED PRICING.

PRICE

TOTAL

TOTAL OF BACK PAGE

COPPER TAG AND BRASS TAG ORDER FORM & INFORMATION
Note: Abbreviating addresses (eg. 'ST' for street) and states (eg. 'IA' for Iowa) is beneficial
to us in the creation of your tags in that is saves copper and time assembling the
information to stamp your tags. All tags are assembled and checked by hand.

Please abbreviate where applicable. Thank you.
Check one option:
___ One-Hole Copper Trap Tags
___ Two-Hole Copper Trap Tags
Check quantity:
___ 50 ___100
___300 ___500

___150 ___200
___1000

Refer to page 4 of the catalog for tag pricing.
Trap tags allow for three (3) lines of up to
28 characters. Spaces, commas, and periods are
counted as characters.
Each tag quantity must have same information.
Go online, call, or copy this sheet to order
multiple sets of tags.

Check one option:
___ One Brass Dog Tag ($5.00)
___ Three Brass Dog Tags ($12.00)
Brass dog tags allow for four (4) lines of
up to 20 characters.* Spaces, commas,
and periods are counted as characters.
Each dog tag comes with two brass
fasteners for a collar.
STOP at this bold line for brass tag
information.
Beyond this line exceeds the 20
character limit.

LINE 1
2
Line 4
Brass
Only

3

All prices are subject to change. Check online for most recent pricing.
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SHIPPING & ORDERING POLICIES
Ways to place an order:
Phone - 1-844-592-1997
Online - www.funketraptags.com
Mail - 2753 Roost Lane Guthrie Center, IA 50115
Walk-In's are Welcome
Payment:
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and American Express. We also accept checks
and money orders, which may be held for clearance. We do not accept CODs.
Understand that mail-in orders will take longer to process.
Shipping:
We ship USPS, UPS, and Spee-Dee.
Spee-Dee only delivers to Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, North and South Dakota, Nebraska,
and parts of Missouri. Often, shipping Spee-Dee allows packages to arrive within 2-3 days.
PLEASE NOTE: Shipping times are estimated by both us and by any shipping company we use.
UPS doesn?t include the day a package ships out as a transit day and none of the shipping companies
we use move packages on weekends or holidays.
Winter Shipping:
Be aware that some items, such as urine, may freeze if left out in sub-freezing temperatures or if
left in a shipping vehicle/ warehouse over the holidays. Plan your order dates accordingly and be
present at the time of delivery if possible to reduce the risk of frozen products.
Returns:
All items must be unused and in their original packaging. Returns must be made within 30 days of purchase date.
Please notify us right away if there is damage upon arrival. Refunds or product reshipment can be issued if the product
ordered is damaged upon arrival. Proof must be submitted before refund is issued. Please contact us at 844-592-1997
before returning a product.
No returns on custom orders, reference materials, urine, lures, and baits.
We will not refund trap tags or brass dog tags that have errors on them if the information was
submitted incorrectly by the customer. We will give a discount for returned tags that
contain errors as we recycle the copper.
Terms & Conditions:
We are not responsible for typographical errors and are not required to honor such errors.
We are not responsible if you purchase items that are not legal in your state.
Is it your responsibility to know your state?s regulations.
We are not responsible for any injuries that occur from the use or misuse of
products purchased from us.
We are not responsible for trap jaw measurements advertised. These measurements
are given to us by the trap manufacturing companies. We do not change such measurements.
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2753 Roost Lane
Guthrie Center, IA 50115
P. 844-592-1997
Email: contact@funketraptags.com
Web: www.funketraptags.com

TO:

Funke Trap Tags & Supplies has been in business for over 40 years
Let us help you with your Trap Tags and all of your Trapping Supplies

